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About This Content

The Wild West is all about swagger - and so are these costume themes. This Skin Pack is a great way to unlock all of 8 of the
current alternative costumes, and at the same time support the developers ability to continue expanding Secret Ponchos!

These skins are crafted with a lot of care: for each you'll see a new sculpted model, and hand painted textures. The "Grit"
costumes present the characters in the heat of action – sleeves rolled up and extra gear strapped on.

INCLUDED:

- Phantom Poncho "Grit" alternative costume
- Kid Red "Grit" alternative costume

- Killer "Grit" alternative costume
- Matador "Grit" alternative costume
- Deserter "Grit" alternative costume
- Gordo "Grit" alternative costume

**Bonus Phantom Poncho "Remorse" alternative costume
**Bonus Kidred "Remorse" alternative costume
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More like Jaggy Lines: Bad Graphics and Gameplay. + Beautiful graphics (the only hook that made me buy the game)
+ Price
+ Cute
+ Music
- Really REALLY clunky and annoying controls - you don't feel you are in control, your character slowly falls off stairs, jumps
randomly etc.
- Physics (cute kittens and enemies are blocking you and each other). For example it is very tricky to pass under the checkpoint
saver because of that)
- AI - the kittens set off traps that onehit kill them and you, enemies steal your kittens and you are not able to follow because of
the physics
- Repetitivness - you have to repeat the stages over and over again, not because you need to GIT GUD, but because of some
physics glitch that killed off your kitten (or you)
- Cute kittens cannot jump, so you have to grab one to jump with them. Meanwhile the other steps on a trap and kills itself.
Restart. Grab one, tell it to stay, grab second, do a tricky jump, tell it to stay, grab the first one, do a tricky jump, release it, grab
nr. 2, tell it to follow, rescue third - you see a gate, possible end of the level - HURRAH! you go through that gate only to see
your kitty being crushed by said gate. Restart. Grab each kitty, tell it to wait, grab first one, tricky jump, grab nr.2, tricky jump,
rescue third, avoid gate, giant rat kills you in 2 blows. Restart. Grab one, tell it to stay... you get the idea. And THAT IS ONLY
THE FIRST LEVEL AFTER PROLOGUE!
You cannot get better, because the controls feel so unresponsive and random, kittens keep killing themselves and you keep
killing the same rat and jumping the same log over and over and over and over and over and over...

Respects to the author for making this, but in this state it looks rather like an asset demo than a full game. If the controls are
polished and the cats are no more pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and the gameplay is fun instead of boring and
repetitive, I would gladly pay 10 EUR for such a game.... If you are looking for a quick, short, fun, clever puzzle/platformer,
this might be for you. This game took me about 3 hours to complete. I was already at Chapter 4 (out of 8) 45 minutes in.

Pros:
- Beautiful art
- I really like the protagonist's voice
- Snail mechanics

For 5 bucks.... boy, I don't know. I'd say it's worth it. This isn't a MUST PLAY game, but if you're looking for a quick
puzzle/platformer, I think this is perfect.
3/5. Addicted. Haven't played a game in this genre in 15 years. Will buy part 3 if it comes out.. An uninspired puzzle game.
When the levels have only one solution, they're either too obvious or allow no freedom from a contrived path. When the levels
have lots of solutions, it's not because you have freedom of exploration, it's because the levels aren't designed well enough to
know how to challenge you.
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my hand slipped...

:D. Still cannot figure how to launch it
10/10. Anyone who even owns this game, this DLC is a must. The Flying Scotsman is not only a world-known train, it might
just be even the most iconic Steam Engine ever.

This train has a nice spot in my heart, and is right next to the ATSF Warbonnet Super Chief.. If you are looking for a rage
platformer you can find hundreds of good ones, but this isn't it. It's quite easy and short and looks like a programing homework.
But if you like paying attention to details then you can get a unique experience.. Every single test involves high energy pellets.
So logically, there are new pellet-related elements.
And they are difficult.
You will get stumped, but not for long.

There has been an attempt at story, and it is amusing to listen to the dialogue which helps lighten the atmosphere; but it's not the
sort of thing you'd write a book out of, no matter how short.
I'm not saying it's bad, but the puzzles are what this game is about.

I say get it, it'll cost you nothing, only takes up 3.33GB, it's worth it.. Pretty good, and its free, so the most you'll waste is your
time. Writing is solid if occasionally a tad florid, art is pretty. Decent amount of characterization fit in for such a short run time
(about an hour for all routes). It can be frustrating, however, that not all variables outside your affect stay the same, which cuts
down immensely on the feeling of player agency purely to pad out the run time.. The soundtrack is amazing, but i think you can
already access it in the game files.
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